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JUG KNOT:
Use ---- to provide a convenient carrying handle
for jug or bottle ---- to attach a tool, such as a
hammer to a security line to prevent accidental
dropping --- to add a wrist loop to a walking
staff --- to attach a safety line to a canoe paddle
..... use your imagination, but be sure that you
keep safety in mind.
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JUG KNOT
1.

bight

Other names ---- Jar knot, moonshiner's knot,
hackamore, bridle knot.
Comments ---- The most common use is to provide a loop handle attached to the neck of a
bottle. The loop handle makes it easy to carry
several bottles with one hand. If a toggle or a
two strand button knot such as boatswain
whistle knot is added to the free end of the rope,
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The loop of the jug knot can be use to toggle
the bottle to a belt so that the bottle can be use
as a canteen.
Plastic bottles with screw-on lids such as
soda, sport drink, and mineral water bottles
make strong, lightweight containers for carrying water on hikes and camp outs. 2 and 3 liter
soda bottles are large enough to use as water
containers around the camp kitchen. Smaller
bottles (8 to 16 oz.) can be used as personal
water bottles or canteens. These bottles can be
made even more convenient by using a jug knot
to attach a loop handle.

6.

To help keep your water cool and refreshing in hot weather, place a sock over the
bottle, wet the sock when you fill the bottle,
evaporation will do the rest.
In cold weather, carry your water bottle
under your coat. A dry sock placed over the
bottle will help keep the water from freezing.
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To protect your health, wash and disinfect your water bottle with a chlorine bleach
solution and don’t share your water bottle with
others; show them how to make a water bottle
of their own.
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Narrative ---- (For jug knot knotboard) (1) Form
a bight in the middle of a 24 to 30 inch long
by 3/16 inch diameter rope. (2) Fold the bight
down over the standing ends to form two loops.
(3) Place the right loop over the side of the left
loop. (4) Weave the middle of the bight under
the standing end; then over the left edge of the
right loop; (6) next go under the right edge of
the left loop; (7) finally pass the bight over the
right side of the left loop. ( 8) Turn the tops of
the original loops down over the knot. ( 9) Place
the knot over the neck of a bottle and work the
knot tight so that the bight forms a 4 to 5 inch
loop handle and the loose ends are even.

